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Cluster Buster RetuRns
After a brief haitus, the
only effective way to eliminate the cluster fly problem
returns! The Cluster Buster™ is a revolutionary fly
trap that has received rave
reviews for its effectiveness
in a variety of commercial
and domestic environments, including: homes,
cottages, barns, restaurants
and commercial food processing plants.
The premise is simple. Any flying pest that has
invaded your home is attracted to the light
radiating through your windows. These insects
hit the glass and fall directly into the Cluster
Buster™, where the powder clings to their feet
and hairs, preventing escape. Once trapped
and out of sight, the struggling flies sink
deeper into the powder as though trapped in
quicksand, piling the insects layer upon layer!
The Cluster Buster™ has no sticky liners or foul
smelling liquids to replace, no chemicals to
harm our environment, and works silently until
its chamber is full. Each Cluster Buster™ trap
can hold in excess of 1000 cluster flies! A system
of traps can completely eliminate the problem!
The Cluster Buster™ is a tastefully designed,
molded plastic device that attaches to any
windowpane using a super-adhesive strip.
Hidden inside this appliance is a thick blanket of patented, non-toxic odor suppressing
PolyQuartz® powder. Once filled with insects,
the trap can easily be removed and replaced,
normally only once every year or two! You
will not have to handle, hear or even see the
trapped insects!
What does Cluster Buster™ catch?

Cluster Buster™ has been known to catch all
flies including: cluster flies, houseflies, blowflies,
stable flies, and even fruit flies! Wasps, hornets,
bees, moths, nuisance ladybugs and other fly-

Easy Install:
Just remove the foam
strip and place in
window.

ing and crawling insects have also been found
in the trap. Cluster Buster™ was designed
specifically to catch cluster flies but will work
for almost any small insect that frequents your
windows.
Why does Cluster Buster™ work so well?

Cluster Buster™ uses patented technology not
available in any other trap. This technology was
developed specifically to stop the insects from
escaping the trap, without using harmful chemicals and toxins, sticky paper or foul smelling
liquids. The cost-effective Cluster Buster™
holds 1000 flies and requires no maintenance.
Cluster Buster™ users tend to forget they even
have a fly problem! A system of traps - one in
each problem window - stops the flies from going back into the walls at night to leave a fresh
trail that others follow in the next day. Thus the
cycle is broken and fewer and fewer flies find
their way in.
How long will it last?

Cluster Buster™ will hold more than 1000 flies
by piling them layer after layer under a blanket
of fresh powder. The powder will continue to
work indefinitely until the trap is full, with nothing to dry up and no need to buy replacements

or refills. For normal infestations, a system of Cluster Busters™
greatly reduces the number of flies that find their way in, and
should last at least a year or two. If only the occasional fly pesters
you, the trap could last you many years!
How quickly does it work?

Usually within an hour, a day at most, the problem has disappeared.
What’s inside the trap that is so effective?

Cluster Buster’s™ patented technology stops insects from crawling, climbing or flying by suspending the insects in a “cloud” of
microscopic powder.
How does the powder work?

Almost all insects have tiny ‘sticky’ oily hairs on their feet that allow them to climb smooth surfaces. Cluster Buster™ targets these
‘sticky’ pads coating them in microscopic particles that stops any
insect from climbing out. The powder in the trap also inhibits
flying by sticking to their body and wings. This powder is much
lighter than the insects, causing them to sink as though trapped
in quicksand, piling them layer after layer on the bottom of the
trap. It then dehydrates them, suppressing odor formation. It
does so without breaking the exoskeleton, thus inhibiting the
spread of bacteria and pathogens.
Why is it so safe for the environment?

The Cluster Buster™ effectively absorbs indoor fly infestations
without using any chemicals or toxins.

tool talk:
Halder simplex Splitting Axes

Combining two tools into one, a splitting axe and a soft-face mallet
of the highest professional quality, Halder’s SIMPLEX splitting axes
offer a significant savings in cost compared to the individual purchases
of the tools. The top-tier quality of the product has been confirmed
by the committee for forestry work and forestry technology (KWF).
The drop-forged and hardened axe blade is ground and polished. The
leather cutting protection prevents injury during transport.
The hard nylon insert with D50mm and made of polyamide offers
outstanding impact qualities and is guaranteed to combine maximum strength with unique durability. It is composed of extruded and
extremely homogeneous material. Compared to injection moulded plastic inserts, it is therefore considerably more wear-resistant and durable
and will never chip even in sub-zero temperatures. Using the soft side
when wedging the wood open entirely eliminates the risk of injury from
metal splinters. What is more, the service life of plastic and aluminium
wedges is extended substantially. Made of cast iron, the housing comes
with an integrated handle protection sleeve that provides for a high level
of break resistance. The long-fibre and ultra durable hickory handle is
varnished and shaped ergonomically. In line with the smart SIMPLEX
principle, all components are replaceable and can be retrofitted. This
translates to savings in both money and resources. Made in Germany.
Halder Hardwood Splitting Axe
Length 30"; weighs 6.26 lbs. T332-3008-751 $178.05.

Will it work without supervision?

The Cluster Buster™ will work continuously without supervision
until full! Feel free to leave the trap at your cottage throughout
the winter, and return to windows and floors that are fly-free!
How many flies does it hold?

Cluster Buster™ can hold more than 1000 flies, that’s as many
as twenty times the number of flies held by other traps in its size
range! The important difference with the Cluster Buster™ system
is that it has the capacity to actually break the cycle, reduce the
number of flies that find their way into your space, and give
complete relief! - from season to season, year after year.

Order Online

Halder Softwood Splitting Axe
Length 30"; weighs 5.95 lbs. T332-3008-750 $178.05.

Order Online

How many traps do I need?

The greater the number of traps, the faster flies are trapped once
they enter your premises. By installing a complete system - 1 trap
in each problem window - you will realize maximum economy
and normally be fly free for up to 2 years or more.

Puck Pouches Are Avaiable in Gray!

Where should I place the trap?

The Cluster Buster™ should be applied to the glass pane along
the bottom edge of your largest windows. Otherwise, place the
trap where flies are worst. Applying the trap to window screens
is not recommended. Doing so may leave residue on the screen,
and crosswinds may empty the ultra-low density powder. v
H173-CB1200 $33.99 ea.
Order Online

Order Online

Axes and Hatchets
A family of high quality Swedish hand forged tools
with a 20-year guarantee. Each axe comes with a
grain-leather sheath.

Gransfors
Hand
Hatchet

The distinguishing
feature is its short
handle relative to the size
of its head. It is extremely practical to
carry in your rucksack on forest walks,
or to keep in the car as it takes up very
little space. The shape of the sheath, which
covers the edge and the top part of the poll, also
stops the axe head cutting into your rucksack.
An excellent scouting and camping axe. Despite
its short handle, it can fell small trees, limbing,
and splitting kindling and firewood. 9.45" long
and weighs 1.32 lbs. T074-480413 $175.00

Small Hatchet
Cliff Jacobson, Tactical
Knives Magazine writes: “It
will fillet a fish, skin a moose,
... pound tent stakes and chop
vegetables. And it will ride as lightly
on your hip as the average hunting knife.” 10" long and weighs 11
ounces. T074-480410 $169.00

Small Forest Axe
Same size as the Hunter’s Axe
but a more traditional pattern
and poll, or butt. The handle is long
enough to allow powerful chopping but
not too long so it will fit into a rucksack, the back of a car, or a boat. The
axe has a 31/4" face and a 19" hickory
handle and the head weighs 1½ lb. It
comes with a grain-leather sheath.
T074-480420 $195.00

Ceramic Grinding Stone
A man-made sharpening
stone with two grinding faces: a course
side (180 grit) for
repairing damage
and heavy wear, and
a fine side (600 grit) for
sharpening axes. T074-4034 $55.00

Gransfors
Outdoor Axe
Developed with the help
of survival expert Lars Fält.
Although light, it can fell a tree,
thanks to its relatively long handle
and heavy, elongated head. It is also
excellent for limbing a tree. The
handle has a protective steel collar
near the head so that it can be used
for light wood splitting tasks and can
also be used as a large knife. 14.5"
long, weighs 1 lb.
T074-480425 $209.00

Halder
Hand AXE
The robust all-metal design
made from special heat-treated
steel is forged in one piece and finely
ground and polished. The blade is carefully
hardened and ground to sharpness. The
hand-made, anti-slip leather handle also
absorbs moisture and releases it again when
the work is done. Over time, it will fit the
shape of the hand. Weighing 2.2 lbs with
a length of 16", it is perfectly balanced
for optimum handling.
High-quality leather
sheath. Made in
Germany.
Hand Axe
$173.65
Hand Axe & Gift
Box $191.15

		

Hults Bruk
Anniversary Axe
2022 marks the 325th anniversary since Jacob Reenstierna
established the Hults Bruk iron and steel
factory in 1697. The factory has created a
commemorative limited edition axe. Hand
forged, razor sharp, and weighing 1.25lb, it
has a length of 15". T089-H840011 $184.00

Originally founded in 1697 in the Hulta Valley of
southeastern Sweden. Quality hand forged, each axe
comes with a grain-leather sheath and hickory handle.

Hults Bruk
Jonaker
Ideal for your pack or belt
for tasks such as making
kindling, doing light clearing,
and for any number of backcountry jobs. It has a 1 lb.
axe head and a 9.4" handle;
overall weight is 11/2 lbs. T089-

H840762 $164.00
Replacement Handle T089-H840722H $39.00
Replacement Sheath T089-H840712S $22.00

Kisa
Felling Axe
A compact axe with a
head weight of 2 lbs. and a
handle length of 26". Comparable
to the Gransfors bruks Scandinavian Forest axe. Great for hunting
and camping.
T089-H840722 $184.00
Replacement Handle
T089-H840722H $39.00
Replacement Sheath
T089-H840712S $28.00

Hults Bruk Tibro
Carpenter's Axe
The Tibro is the classic
carpenter’s axe. It offers a
narrow, long and perfectly
straight hand forged knife-ground
edge and a medium length handle.
The Tibro has an axe head weight of
13/4 lbs. and a handle length of 20".
T089-H840732 $184.00
Replacement Handle
T089-H840732H $39.00
Replacement Sheath
T089-H840064S $28.00

See These Axes Online!

Meet The Staff
This autumn we welcomed a new bookkeeper,
Jim Grossman, onto our team. Jim has worked
in wholesale supply in multiple industries over
the past six years after graduating from Bible college and has worked bi-vocationally as a pastor
since then. A year and a half ago he switched to
providing fill-in pulpit supply instead of serving
weekly at a church. His first job as a teenager
was at a local hardware store and since then has
worked in industrial supply, selling fasteners
wholesale, and then in the HVAC/plumbing/
Sewer/Water/Well wholesale supply industry, and
is excited to be at Schroeder’s learning about log
home supplies.
When asked what he likes about working at
Schroeder Log Home Supply, Jim says that he
enjoys the family atmosphere and spirit of team
work, something which he believes cannot be

the excitement the customers have for their log
homes whether they are maintaining and choosing the right stains, or building and in need of
supplies. The contractors we serve also share the
same excitement for their customers and Jim
finds this positivity uplifting and finds it makes it
a fun place to be part of the team.

Bookkeeping:
Jim Grossman
understated in our culture today and which he
finds so refreshing and exciting. He also enjoys

Outside of working hours Jim enjoys taking his
kids hunting and fishing, and has been developing some hunting land he recently bought
making fields and trails, and hopes to eventually
build on the property to live in the country and
enjoy daily outdoor activities. Jim looks forward
to learning and growing in his role as bookkeeper
as he learns more about the log home building
and maintenance products that SLHS provides.
Welcome, Jim!

Alaska Forge Black Iron Hardware
Alaska Forge
Bath Tissue,
Paper Towel, &
Towel Bars
Bath Tissue Holders:

6" H x 53⁄4" W. Projects 3"
from the wall. Choose left
or right (right shown).

Alaska Forge Bear &
Wolf Track Cabinet Pulls
41/4" x 1"; horizontal or vertical.

Bear Horizontal or Vertical $11.00 each
Moose Horizontal or Vertical $11.00 each
Wolf Horizontal or Vertical $11.00 each
Order Online

Alaska Forge Cabinet Knobs
1" x 11/2"tall; extends 3/4".
Bear Track H320-CK02 $8.80 each
Moose Track H320-CK03 $8.80 each
Wolf Track H320-CK01 $8.80 each
Leaf H320-CK06 $8.80 each
Order Online

Heart Left H320-BH17L $15.99 each
Heart Right H320-BH17R $15.99 each
Leaf Left H320-BH16L $15.99 each
Leaf Right H320-BH16R $15.99 each
Moose Left H320-BH18LW $30.08 each
Moose Right H320-BH18RW $30.08 each
Ram Left H320-BH19LC $30.08 each
Ram Right H320-BH19RC $30.08 each
Order Online

Hand Towel Bars:

6" H x 16", 24", or 32" W.
Projects 31⁄2" from the wall.
16" Heart or Leaf $22.99 each
24" Heart or Leaf $27.99 each
24" Moose or Ram $49.99 each
32"Heart or Leaf $29.99 each
Order Online

Alaska Forge
Leaf Door Pulls:

Large 14" Left or Right $59.99
Small 91/2" Left or Right $22.00
Order Online

Paper Towel Holders: 6" H x 15" W. Projects 31/2"

from the wall. Choose left or right (right shown).
Heart Left H320-BH07L $17.99 each
Heart Right H320-BH07R $17.99 each
Leaf Left H320-BH06L $17.99 each
Leaf Right H320-BH06R $17.99 each
Moose Left H320-BH08LW $27.99 each
Moose Right H320-BH08RW $27.99 each
Ram Left H320-BH09LC $27.99 each
Ram Right H320-BH09RC $27.99 each
Order Online

See More Alaska Forge Hardware
Online: www.loghelp.com
See More Online

Alaska Forge
Leaf Knick Knack Hook
Approximately 6" tall. Extends 3".
H320-OH01 $11.00 each
Order Online

Alaska Forge
Vine & Leaf Gate Pull
Approximately 9" tall.
H320-CP09W $26.99 each
Order Online

Merry Christmas!

CALENDAR:
Christmas
Dec. 23rd-26th
New Year's
Dec. 30th-Jan 2nd
Daylight Saving Time
March 12th

Offices Closed
Offices Closed
Clocks Ahead

To Place An Order:
Call Toll Free: 1-800-359-6614 or order online:
www.loghelp.com Fax Toll Free: 1-800-755-3249

Schroeder Log Home Supply, Inc.
1101 SE 7th Ave Grand Rapids, MN 55744

Business Hours:
May - Oct: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Saturdays by appointment).
Nov - April: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Closed Saturdays).
If traveling long distances - Please Call Ahead

Restoration Special

We are often asked how to restore
rotten logs. We suggest The Log
Home Maintenance Guide. It reveals
tips and tricks for using wood epoxies
for log home restoration. To help you
get started with your restoration project, we now offer a 15% Discount off
The Log Home Maintenance Guide
when you buy any wood epoxy products like LiquidWood, WoodEpox, M-Balm, E-Wood, or
the Wood Restoration Kit and this book. If you call in your
order, just ask for the “Restoration Special”. If you order
online, your discount will be applied after we receive your
order. Offer good for one book per order.

Receive the Log Core in
Your In-box
Just sign up at logcore.com and you’ll receive an email notification when each new issue is online. Your information will not be
sold and you can unsubscribe at any time. (An unsubscribe link is
posted at the bottom of every notification.)

Kupilka 37: 2-in-1 Drinking Cup The ecological
dishware can withstand boiling hot water and sub-zero temps as
cold as -22°F. Wash by hand or by dishwasher, they’re made from
bio-material using EKOenergy, and each item ages beautifully, yet
keeping its qualities. You can check how fresh the product is from
its wooden scent – the stronger the scent, the newer the product! To
ensure longevity, do not put in the microwave, stove, or open fire.
At the end of their life span, the products can be recycled, incinerated for heat energy or returned to the manufacturer for re-use.12.5
fl oz • Weight 4.7 oz • Height 2.9", Width 4.4", Length 7.9". The
37 is great for soup or oatmeal, as well as a that big cup of coffee.
Made in Finland. $24.00 each
Order Online
The Scandinavian Outdoor Hardware Accessories Award is a testimony of
outstanding quality, functionality, and Scandinavian design. An international jury
consisting of the most influential outdoor journalists and product experts has declared
this product to be one of the finest Scandinavian products currently on the market.

Kupilka 21:
Classic Drinking Cup
Includes teaspoon of the same material.
7.10 fl oz • Weight 2.93 oz • Height 2.36"
x Width 3.66" x Length 6.5". $23.00 each
Order Online

Kupilka Sporks
The utensil option for longer
outdoor trips when you need to
cut down weight, yet want the
functionality and looks. Great
for bushcrafting, camping, hiking, and backpacking trips - a
wonderful biodegradable spork!
205: Length 8.07" Weight .49 oz $6.50 ea.
225: Length 8.86" Weight .56 oz $7.00 ea.
Order Online

In an effort to reduce damage, we typically stop shipping temperature sensitive products around the middle of
December to the northern states. There is no hard-and-fast
rule when we stop shipping so please understand that it is
important to plan ahead and order before cold weather hits.
Also, there are times in the winter when we will only ship
temperature sensitive products Monday through Wednesday. We do this because we’ve found that delivery vehicles
are typically left unheated over the weekend. By not shipping on Thursday & Friday we can minimize possible freeze
damage of products, saving a lot of hassle in the long run.

